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In this Issue...
VIDEOS: Amazing Circ Saw Blade, Milk Paint, Awesome Metal Parts
HOOP HOUSE PLANS: Build Your Own Simple Greenhouse
FLAWLESS WOOD FINISH: Learn the Power-Buffing Secret
QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?: Email me at steve@stevemaxwell.ca

Good Saturday Morning from Manitoulin Island!

This weeks video feature LIFE@Bailey Line Road includes the next instalment of
my adventure turning an ordinary pine blanket box into something more antique

looking. Click to learn about the milk
paint I'm using for this job. While
you're on my video page, watch a
video about what may be the toughest
circular saw blade in the world. See
me unveil the custom-cut steel parts
for a staircase I'm working on, and
learn how a little engineered item
makes for safer high-rise buildings.

It's all a click away on LIFE@Bailey Line Road. 

Are you a gardener? Want to extend your growing season? Check out my free mini-
course on building your own greenhouse. Complete instructions and downloadable
plans are just a click away. 

Got some wood to finish? Want glass-smooth results? Don't miss my column on
power buffing. It's the single biggest wood finishing trick I know. Click here to learn all
about it.
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Thanks for joining me this Saturday morning! Have a great day.

Steve

VIDEOS: Amazing circ
saw blade; milk paint;
awesome steel art

4 VIDEOS TO WATCH:
*SAW BLADE: Click to
see what may be the
world’s toughest blade
in action.
*MILK PAINT: See what
the first coat of milk
paint looks like on my
pine chest project..
*METALWORKING: See
steel staircase parts cut
by computer
controlled water jet
equipment. 
*ENGINEERING:
Discover a small, new
item that makes high-
rise buildings safer.
Amazing little
thing.  Click here to
watch all four videos.

GARDENING: Build
your own hoop style
greenhouse

FREE HOOP HOUSE
PLANS: A hoop house
is a simple, inexpensive,
portable, solar heated
garden structure that
turn a little bit of hands-
on effort and simple
materials into a lot more
growing season. That’s
why hoop houses make
so much sense for
gardeners. Although
hoop houses are
smaller and simpler than
greenhouses, a
successful layout still
requires planning and
care. Click for plans that
show exactly how to
erect your own hoop
house for this gardening
season.

WOOD FINISHING:
Power buffing is key to
stunning results

GLASS-
SMOOTH WOOD
FINISHING: Power
buffing is the best-kept
secret of the wood
finishing world. It makes
it easy to get glass-
smooth results on wood
finished with urethane,
even if you've got a
fairly rough surface to
start with. This is the
trick you’ll learn about
here. It works
beautifully, even if
you’ve applied a finish
with a brush and it’s not
too smooth. Keep
reading for a detailed
explanation on how to
buff wood to a beautiful
sheen.
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Facebook Twitter SteveMaxwell.ca Pinterest YouTube RealRuralLife.com

Do-It-for-Yourself, Not By Yourself...
Want to make good things happen at your home? Steve's here to help with home Improvement articles,

videos, tool reviews and more.  See for yourself on Steve's website at www.SteveMaxwell.ca .

Interested in heading out to live in the country and living well? Check out Steve's Homesteading and Rural
Life Blog at www.RealRuralLife.com .
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